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Hop On Reading Releases Series Two
MARBLEHEAD, MA - Hop On Reading, a Structured Literacy Reading Series for dyslexia, early readers and
ESL students has announced Hop On Reading Series Two is now available worldwide as an ebook.
Hop On Reading practices each of the seven syllable rules and consist of 5 fully-illustrated readers including
an interactive practice journal. The journal has inquiry and sensory stimulating exercises to support phonemic
awareness and common spelling rules. Each series implements successfully-proven learning methods, dedicated
to struggling readers worldwide. The readers, written by Laura Barr Sargent, are stories that support the OrtonGillingham Approach to dyslexia. A family of characters created by Patti O’Hare Williams engage the reader
through the pages by providing humor, familiarity and encouragement.
“Repetition and the systematic sequencing of word-building and the carefully constructed text are our tools of
success.“ states Ms Sargent. Hop On Reading was inspired by Ms Sargent’s education philosophy and the void
she found in the market for affordable and culturally diverse reading materials.
“This type of format is essential for the struggling readers and ELL students. My students loved the
stories and expressive artwork!...As a teacher I loved the way the stories built on and how quickly my students were starting to read them independently. You could see their confidences growing. Highly recommend as a supplement to whatever phonics and reading program that is being used. Great for parents to
use at home to build your child’s fluency!” - Amazon Review
Hop On Reading Series One introduces the short vowel sound - Closed Syllable Rule CVC (Consonant-VowelConsonant) letter pattern and short vowel sound. The Practice Journal includes inquiry and sensory stimulating
activities for each phonemic theme. Series One consists of 150 pages and retails for $10.99.
Hop on Reading Series Two introduces Consonant blends, Open Syllable Rule, Pronouns, Qu and X, and
Digraphs (ch, sh, th, wh) and new writing skills in the Practice Journal. Series Two consists of 190 pages and
retails for $10.99.

Both series are available on your favorite global network: amazon, iBook, Nook, and Kobo along with local
libraries - Hoopla and Overdrive.
Laura Sargent specializes in teaching reading for children and adults with reading disabilities using OrtonGillingham Approach and integrating the arts in her teaching methods. She holds a Masters in Education from
Harvard University through the Arts in Education Program, Certified in RAVE-O -Tufts University curriculum
for teaching students with Dyslexia, Certified in Dyslexia and trained in Orton-Gillingham Approach - Dyslexia
Training Institute also an Integrated Listing Practitioner - Integrated Listening. Laura received her Bachelors of
Music Education from the University of Montana.
Patti O’Hare Williams is an award winning artist, illustrator and graphic designer. Her intuition into fun, engaging, and stimulating illustrations are a perfect presentation for the sometimes tedious task of learning the written
code.
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Caption:
Hop On Reading reinforces successfully-proven reading methods in a culturally diverse manner, dedicated to
struggling readers worldwide. Hop On Reading Series One and Two are available through your favorite global
network: amazon, iBook, Nook, and Kobo along with local libraries - Hoopla and Overdrive.
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